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💥BOOM💥The most frightening Kompromat that Putin &
Trump could have against Republicans from the
SmarTech hack would be proof that there is ongoing
election fraud and hacking in key races w help from
Russia, CNP @GOP & The Federalist Society💥
@leannewattphd @RWPUSA @cnnbrk

Leanne Watt, Ph.D.
@leannewattphd

Richard Painter & I co-wrote an op-ed examining bizarre 
behaviors of KEY Republicans in Congress from a rational, 
evidence-based POV.  
 
Russians hacked 10 yrs' worth of RNC emails.  
 
Is their conduct voluntary? We challenge that narrative.  
@RWPUSA #VOTEmedium.com/@leannewattphd…

12.3K 5:29 PM - Nov 4, 2018

9,901 people are talking about this

Hidden Motives behind Key GOP Leaders’ Cooperation with Tr…
Putin knew just where to strike the U.S., crippling us on a post-
modern battlefield. Not only did he defeat the Democrats during the
medium.com

🔥See... the owner of SmarTech servers was ready to talk about the 2004 election

irregularities- but he died in a plane crash before he could say anything... I wonder if

their is an e-mail trail that Russia found while hacking🤔

Wouter van der Horst
@DerWouter

Replying to @DerWouter
But re the 2016 Russian hacks, old or new server, Russia 
hacked the RNC.  And presumably FBI was choosing to 
minimize describing damage.
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See Wouter van der Horst's other Tweets

🤔What if there’s proof Republicans used every trick in the book to rig elections by

suppressing votes, gerrymandering districts, implanting fake “democrat” candidates

to split vote, hacking software, rigging poll data, closing voting locations to win⁉

random facts girl.
@soychicka

to be clear: through #SMARTech, the RNC was breached by 
Russia BEFORE the GOP primaries.  Not only did 
@realDonaldTrump not win the pop vote
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295 people are talking about this

💥✈ 💥Michael Connell, who had recently been subpoenaed to testify in relation to

a lawsuit alleging vote rigging in the 2004 Ohio election, was warned at least twice

about flying his plane because his plane might be sabotaged.

Republican IT Guru Dies In Plane Crash
Was Sought In Controversies Over E-Voting And Missing White House E-Mails; His
Death Sparks More Controversy

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/republican-it-guru-dies-in-plane-crash/

Any of these voter suppression issues sound familiar to anyone⁉Vote flipping from

Kerry to Bush? Does anyone remember the false terror alert in Warren County Ohio?

👇

This article is KEY 🔑 The @GOP has been rigging elections for years. Here’s how

Bush stole Kerry’s Presidency in DETAIL‼ 
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Replying to @visionsurreal and 7 others
“SmarTech, a little-known company headquartered in 
Chattanooga, Tennessee. SmarTech was as partisan as Connell 
himself, and the company’s servers hosted hundreds of high-
profile Republican websites (and, later on, an assortment of anti-
Obama websites).” harpers.org/archive/2012/1…
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How to Rig an Election | Harper's Magazine - Part 6
It was a hot summer in 1932 when Louisiana senator Huey "Kingfish"
Long arranged to rig the vote on a number of amendments to his
harpers.org

FFS‼ Even dirty trickster Roger Stone bragged about how Republicans steal elections!

THREAD IS CRUCIAL TO UNDERSTAND 👇

Venture Capital
@kelly2277

Replying to @kelly2277
THIS is the article Stone wrote on rigging an election. Is it 

projection- or a blueprint I’m curious what Mueller @Comey 
@Spoonamore think. thehill.com/blogs/pundits-…
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224 people are talking about this

Can the 2016 election be rigged? You bet

Donald Trump has said publicly that he fears the
next election will be rigged. Based both on
technical capability and recent history, Trump’s
thehill.com

Nobody really gives a rat’s ass if Russia has Kompromat on @LindseyGrahamSC sex

life 🙄However, a conspiracy involving Republican Senators and House

Representatives against the US to rig elections w help from Russia... why that might

get prison sentences for ALL of them😎
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